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Queer youth find safety mid-air

could do trapeze in the area, so I
searched online and found out you can
— so I started, loved it, and now I’m
teaching.”
Hylton said Fluid Revolutions is
way for teens to hang out with other
queer youth that has space for political
discussions, but isn’t centered on
them like some other queer youth
organizations.
“It also provides a space where
people don’t have to worry about their
pronouns being respected,” Hylton
said. “They can feel free to engage in
physical activity and artistic expression
without that fear.”
Christine Abernathy, managing
director of YCP, said encouraging that
expression is what YCP is all about.
“If youth aren’t interested in sports,
they can kind of fall through the
cracks,” Abernathy said. “We provide
space for them to feel affirmed, where
they can start their own projects that
they’re actually interested in.”
Stern, a senior at Chapel Hill High
School, will attend Agnes Scott College
in the fall, after participating in various
YCP programs for over a year. She said
that YCP means different things to
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run by Hylton. Every Friday night at
the Teen Center from 8 to 10 p.m.,
queer youth can come and have a
place to hang out with one another
in a safe space
“There’s no commitment
whatsoever,” Hylton said. “It’s a
casual space — sometimes no one
shows up and sometimes 15 people
show up. It’s a toss up.”
The Ups and Downs
Hylton, Abernathy and Stern
all said the biggest challenges to
YCP and similar programs are
accessibility and organization
around the teens’ schedules.
“With all youth programs those
are the biggest challenges, but the
great thing is you can come and
make it what you want it to be,”
Stern said. “We’re the ones deciding
what it looks like so we can make
it whatever we want. If there’s
something you want to do we can
make a safe space for that.”
Hylton said the best experience
for her has been seeing students
in Fluid Revolutions engage in
aerials as an art form and a physical
outlet. The program encourages the
students to show off their skills to
others, as well.
Fluid Revolutions is preparing for Stern, shown practicing with silks, said she hopes to see YCP grow in size and diversity.
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